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Existing gut microbiome impacts inflammation at baseline and after infection in a mouse model of Parkinson’s disease
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• Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the most common 
neurodegenerative disorder1

• Bidirectional communication along the gut-brain axis is 
implicated in PD2

• It has recently been shown that a two-hit model of (I) 
mutation in the PD-associated gene (Pink1-/-) and (II) 
intestinal infection can cause PD symptoms in mice1

• Citrobacter (C.) rodentium causes gut inflammation in 
mice1

• Lipocalin-2 is a marker for low-grade gut inflammation3

• We have Pink1-/- mice from 2 facilities: Université de 
Montréal (UdeM) and McGill University (McGill)

• Question: What is the effect of the pre-existing gut 
microbiome on intestinal inflammation in McGill and 
UdeM Pink1-/- and wild-type mice before and during C. 
rodentium infection?

I. Basic gut inflammation (-2 d.p.i)

II. Gut inflammation 4 d.p.i
• Higher in McGill KO than 

McGill WT mice (P=0.0036)
• No significant difference 

between UdeM KO and WT 
(P=0.5043) or between 
facilities (WT P=0.1408; KO 
P= 0.3903)

III. Gut inflammation 8 d.p.i

• Similar gut inflammation 
between genotypes (KO 
P=0.7413; WT P=0.1884)

• Similar gut inflammation 
between facilities (McGill 
0.1656; UdeM P=0.5914)

• Both genetic makeup (Pink1-/-) and environmental 
origin have an impact on both gut inflammation at 
baseline and after C. rodentium infection

• Both are required for inflammatory phenotypes (two-hit 
model for PD pathogenesis)

• Both should be considered when using mouse models 
for PD

• Understanding the relationship between the gut 
microbiome, genetics, and PD will allow us to better 
treat patients and prevent disease

Conclusions

• Whole-gut microbiome sequencing
• Comparison of microbial enrichments and depletions 

between groups 
• Repeat with larger sample size
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• Infect with C. rodentium via oral gavage at 4 x 108 colony 
forming units (CFU)

• Collect feces and prepare samples
• Measure Lipocalin-2 (gut inflammation) via Enzyme-Linked 

Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)
• ELISA uses fluorescence-linked antibodies to detect protein 

concentration4

Timepoints: -2, 4, 8 days post infection (d.p.i)

Lipocalin-2 standard curve 
at 450 nm (R2= 0.993)

• Higher in Pink1-/-
(knockout, KO) mice 
compared to wild-type 
(WT) mice for both (McGill 
P<0.0001, UdeM P=0.3543)

• Significantly higher McGill 
KO mice than UdeM KO 
(P=0.0005)
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